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§ Electronic Readout
• Three planes comprised of 
sense wires.

§ Light Readout
• 32 PhotoMultiplier Tubes   
(PMTs) tubes located behind 
the wire planes [1].

MicroBooNE

We present a method enabling a position-dependent measurement of the 
Light Yield in a liquid argon detector on surface and the results of its 
application in MicroBooNE. These measurements can be used to calibrate the 
light response in large-scale LArTPC detectors as well as to test assumptions 
used in simulating scintillation light.
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PMT-by-PMT measurement: 
§ To study the distance dependency more accurately, we split the number of 

detected photons by each PMT, using the distance between a scintillation 
point and each PMT as a new variable. We then calculate the LY on a 
PMT-by-PMT basis. 

•  Reduced errors due to geometry of the system and small statistics.
•  Much larger sample of events enables better tests of detector behaviour. 

Results

Isolated Protons as a pseudo point-like light source

Introduction
§ The MicroBooNE detector is an 85-ton active mass Liquid Argon Time 

Projection Chamber (LArTPC) located on-axis along the Booster Neutrino 
Beam (BNB). 

§ Scintillation light is used to determine the timing of neutrino interactions 
and reject out-of-time cosmic ray activity.

§ First detailed measurement of the Light Yield as a function of position in 
MicroBooNE.

Light Simulation in MicroBooNE

Figure 1: Correction curves of the semi-analytical 
model for MicroBooNE generated with Rayleigh 
scattering length of 100 cm.

§ Scintillation light in Argon     
• Emission via dimer decay.     • 𝜆 = 128nm (VUV).
• Long attenuation paths  (argon transparent to its own light).

Two simulation methods used:
§ Photon Lookup Library:

• Store lookup table of photon 
visibilities.

§ Semi-analytic approach: 
• Calculate number of photons 
based on solid angle.
• Correct for Rayleigh 
scattering and border effects [2].

§ Trained using large full Geant4 
MC Campaign. 

§ Neither has been tested with data.
§ Photon Library used in current 

analyses, working on improving 
modeling through tests with data.

Figure 2: Left & Middle: Event displays of candidate tracks from data. Right: An event display of a 
rejected track from data.

Total light-yield measurement:
§ Along the drift direction

• The data points are consistent with the semi-analytical model assuming a 
Rayleigh scattering length of 100cm, full systematics still under evaluation.

MicroBooNE inrogress

Figure 4: Total light-yields as a function of the drift distance, error-bars are the 
standard deviation of the distribution.

MicroBooNE in-progress

Figure 5: Total light-yields vs distances along vertical (left) and beam (right) directions, error-bars 
are the standard deviation of the distribution.  
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Figure 6: Light-yields for a PMT  with regard to the distance to the PMT, error-bars 
are the error of the mean where errors are standard deviation of the distribution. 

MicroBooNE in-progress

Cosmic ray neutrons can induce isolated proton events, which travel short 
distances in the LAr O(10 cm) at low energies. Thus, these low-energy protons 
can be used as “point-like” sources to measure the light yield. 
§ Identifying isolated protons:

•  One reconstructed track, matched with a light flash in event.
• Track is within fiducial volume.
• Require track is "proton-like" from Bragg peak dE/dx profile.
• Track-length <  30 cm ("point-like").

§ In addition (variation expected highest in drift, "x", direction): 
• Length difference in x < 10 cm (minimize effect of Light Yield gradient in x).
• Reject tracks crossing bin boundaries in x.

§ Light Reconstruction Quality Cuts: 
• Distance between light and charge reconstructed position < 160 cm (y-z 
plane).
• Distance between light and charge reconstructed position <  Reconstructed    
Light Flash width (in z direction).

§ 595 proton candidates in Run 1.
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